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A little history...
Objective-C was invented by Brad Cox and Tom Love in 1986 in the context 
of StepStone,  a software company they had founded a few years earlier.
They were both very influenced by the Smalltalk programming language 
and platform, which heavily relied on a rich class library.

In 1988, the NeXT company licensed Objective-C from StepStone and 
released its own compiler and class library, to use them as the cornerstone of 
the NextStep Unix-based operating system. As a result, Objective-C gained 
popularity and perennial implementation and support.

Beginning of the 90’s, the GNU project started to work on a clone of the 
NeXTStep, named OpenStep, and added support for Objective-C syntax to 
their GNU C compiler.
IN 1996, Apple acquired NeXT and used OpenStep as starting point for its 
new operating system, known as Mac OS X. As a result, Objective-C, its 
class library, and NeXT’s development tools, became the cornerstone of Mac 
OS X development, and later of iOS development
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Basic syntax is Java-like
Objective-C basically extends the C programming language 
with the object-oriented approach proposed by Smalltalk

As such, Objective-C is a strict superset of the C programming 
language, meaning:

‣ all basic types available in C are still valid
‣ unfortunately, pointers and their arithmetic also remains

Since Java also adopts much of the C syntax and semantics 
for control structures and basic types, a Java programmer 
should not be completely lost when learning Objective-C

Regarding method invocations however, Objective-C uses 
Smalltalk-style messaging, which is quite different
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Basic typing principles
Purely dynamically typed objects
id someObject

Statically type objects
Student* someStudent

All classes derive from NSObject (equivalent to 
class Object in Java). Single inheritance only.

Booleans are based on the BOOL typedef 
YES � true in Java, NO � false in Java
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Smalltalk-style messaging (1)
Borrowing from the Smalltalk vocabulary, method 
invocation is called messaging in Objective-C
It follows a so-called keyword syntax, based on 
message selectors
This allows to indicate the role of parameters when 
invoking a method

[object doIt] 
[object doIt:argument] 
[object doIt:arg1 with:arg2]

��selector: doIt
��selector: doIt: 
��selector: doIt:with:
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Smalltalk-style messaging (2)
Message expression
[object doSomething: argument] 

Message
[object doSomething: argument] 

Selector
[object doSomething: argument] 

Method 
The actual code selected by a message, which of 
course depends on the receiver object (polymorphism)
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Smalltalk-style messaging (3)
In Objective-C :
! BOOL status;
!
! Student* bsStud = [[Student alloc] initFirstName:@"James" lastName:@"Bond" age:21 level:BACHELOR];
! [bsStud setGrade: 5.0];
!
! status = [bsStud passesTo: MASTER];
! if (status) {
! ! ...
! }

In Java :
! boolean status;

    Student bsStud = new Student("James", "Bond", 21, Student.BACHELOR);
    bsStud.setGrade(5.0);

    status = bsStud.passes(Student.MASTER);
! if (status) {
! ! ...
! }
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Object identity vs. equality
This is the same idea as in Java

Identity - you test equality of pointers
if (student1 == student2) ...

Equality - you test structural equality
if ([student1 isEqual: student2]) ...

The isEqual: method is defined in 
NSObject and hence inherited by all objects
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The description method
NSObject implements method description
- (NSString*) description;

When an object needs to be displayed as a string, it is 
asked for its description (implicit call)
[NSString stringWithFormat: @”The student is %@”, myStudent];

Method description correspond to the toString() 
method we have in Java

Your classes can override description to return 
more specific information, as in Java
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The nil object pointer
You can test for nil explicitly
if (student == nil) ...

You can also test implicitly (“à la C”)
if (!student) ...

You can send messages (invoke methods) on a 
nil object, with no effect (no exception raised)
student = nil;
[student setGrade: 5.0]
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Defining your own classes

Each class is declared in a header file 
(extension is “.h”) and implemented in a 
module file (extension is “.m”)

For example, the Student class:
‣ Public header:! Student.h

‣ Private implementation:! Student.m
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File Student.h
#import <Foundation/Foundation.h>

#define  PASSING_GRADE  4.0
#define  BACHELOR  0
#define  MASTER  1
#define  PHD  2

@interface Student : NSObject {
    NSString* firstName;
    NSString* lastName;
    int age;
    int level;
    double grade;
}

@property double grade;

- (id) initFirstName: (NSString*) myFirstName lastName: (NSString*)
       myLastName age: (int) myAge level: (int) myLevel;
- (BOOL) passesTo: (int) nextLevel;
- (NSString*) description;
- (NSString*) levelName;

@end
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File Student.m
#import "Student.h"

@implementation Student

- (id) initFirstName: (NSString*) myFirstName lastName: (NSString*) myLastName
! ! age: (int) myAge level: (int) myLevel {
! if (self = [super init]) {
! ! firstName= myFirstName;
! ! lastName= myLastName;
! ! age= myAge;
! ! level= myLevel;
! ! grade= -1.0;
! }
! return self;
}

- (BOOL) passesTo: (int) nextLevel {
! if (level >= nextLevel) {
! ! return YES;
! }
! if (level == nextLevel - 1) {
! ! return grade >= PASSING_GRADE;
! }
! return NO;
}

...

@end
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Corresponding Student.java
public class Student {

    public static final double PASSING_GRADE = 4.0;
    public static final int BACHELOR = 0;
    public static final int MASTER = 1;
    public static final int PHD = 2;
    String firstName;
    String lastName;
    int age;
    int level;
    double grade;

    public Student(String firstName, String lastName, int age, int level) {
        this.firstName = firstName;
        this.lastName = lastName;
        this.age = age;
        this.level = level;
        this.grade = -1.0;
    }
    public boolean passes(int nextLevel) {
        if (level >= nextLevel) {
            return true;
        }
        if (level == nextLevel - 1) {
            return grade >= PASSING_GRADE;
        }
        return false;
    }
    ...
}
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Calling your own methods
#import "Student.h"

@implementation Student
...
- (BOOL) passesTo: (int) nextLevel {
! if ([self level] >= nextLevel) {
! ! return YES;
! }
! if ([self level] == nextLevel - 1) {
! ! return grade >= PASSING_GRADE;
! }
! return NO;
}
...
@end
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Calling superclass methods
#import "Student.h"

@implementation Student
...
- (id) init {
! if (self = [super init]) {
! ! firstName= @"Mister";
! ! lastName= @"Nobody";
! ! age= 18;
! ! level= nil;
! ! grade= -1.0;
! }
! return self;
}

...
@end
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Memory management
Until version 2.0 (2006), Objective-C had not automatic memory 
management, i.e., no garbage collector
A garbage collector is now available on Mac OS X but...
...not on iOS, which still uses the reference counting model
The reference counting model is based on the notion of ownership 

Method Description

+alloc
creates a new object, allocating the required memory on the heap and returns it with a 
reference count of 1

-release decrements the receiver’s reference count by 1 and deallocates it if it hits the value 0

-retain increments the receiver’s reference count by 1

-copy
creates a copy of the receiver, allocating the required memory and initialized the new 
instance with a reference count of 1; the receiver’s reference count remains unchanged

-autorelease
adds the receiver to the application autorelease pool, which will decrease the receiver’s 
reference count by 1 at some point in the future, and possibly deallocate it
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Balancing your calls

Student* student = nil; 
student = [[Student alloc] init]; 
[student setFirstName:@“James”]; 
[student setLastName:@“Bond”]; 
[student setAge:29]; 
...
// When we’re done with student, release it 
[student release]; � student might be destroyed here
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Do you see a problem?
...
student = [[Student alloc] init];
... 
[student retain]; 
...
[student release];
...
[student release];

[student doSomething];
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...
student = [[Student alloc] init];
... 
[student retain]; 
...
[student release];
...
[student release];

[student doSomething];

The solution

student= nil;
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Implementing dealloc
#import "Person.h"

@implementation Person 

- (void)dealloc { 
! // Do your own cleanup
! ... 
  
! // Call super to clean us up 
! [super dealloc];
}

Apart from  here, you should never call dealloc !
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Returning a new object (1)

- (NSString *)fullName { 
   NSString *result; 
   result = [[NSString alloc] initWithFormat:@“%@ %@”, 
                              firstName, lastName]; 
   return result; 
} 

Problem: memory leaking !
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Returning a new object (2)

- (NSString *)fullName { 
   NSString *result; 
   result = [[NSString alloc] initWithFormat:@“%@ %@”, 
                              firstName, lastName]; 
   [result release];

   return result; 
} 

Problem: method returns deallocated object !
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Returning a new object (3)

- (NSString *)fullName { 
   NSString *result; 
   result = [[NSString alloc] initWithFormat:@“%@ %@”, 
                           firstName, lastName]; 
   [result autorelease];

   return result; 
} 

Correct: result is will be released later, so the 
caller can retain the returned object if needed !
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Autorelease pool
With the iOS, the autorelease pool is based on the fact 
that our program is based on callbacks triggered by a 
main event loop

You can also manage autorelease pools yourself but 
this is out of scope here

The autorelease scheme is not equivalent to a garbage 
collector. In particular, it does not solve the problem 
induced by circular references (no solution)
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Autorelease pool in action
autorelease pool

application
starts

main event
loop starts

pool is
created
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Autorelease pool in action
autorelease pool

[redObject autorelease]
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Autorelease pool in action
autorelease pool
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Autorelease pool in action
autorelease pool

[greenObject autorelease]
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Autorelease pool in action
autorelease pool
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Autorelease pool in action
autorelease pool

[orangeObject autorelease]
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Autorelease pool in action
autorelease pool

pool is
released
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Autorelease pool in action

pool is
released
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Autorelease pool in action
autorelease pool

pool is
created
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Autorelease pool in action
autorelease pool

application
terminatesThis goes on until...
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Convenience constructors
Many classes provide class methods of the form
+className... to obtain a new instance 
These methods are known as convenience constructors, as they 
create a new instance, initialize it and return it in one shot
You do not own objects returned from a convenience constructor

- (void)printHello {
NSString *string;
string = [[NSString alloc] initWithString:@"Hello"];
NSLog(string);
[string release];

}

- (void)printHello {
NSString *string; string = [NSString stringWithFormat:@"Hello"];
NSLog(string);

}
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Accessors | advantages
Accessor methods simplify memory management 

@interface Counter : NSObject {
NSNumber *count;

}

- (NSNumber *)count {
return count;

}

- (void)setCount:(NSNumber *)newCount {
[newCount retain];
[count release];
count = newCount;

}
- (void)dealloc {

[count release];
[super dealloc];

}
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Accessors | common errors
- (void)reset {

NSNumber *zero = [[NSNumber alloc] initWithInteger:0];
[self setCount:zero];

}

- (void)reset {
NSNumber *zero = [NSNumber numberWithInteger:0];
[self setCount:zero];
[zero release];

}

- (void)reset {
NSNumber *zero = [[NSNumber alloc] initWithInteger:0];
[count release];
count = zero;

}

- (void)reset {
NSNumber *zero = [NSNumber numberWithInteger:0];
[self setCount:zero];

}

what is missing?
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Objects stored in collections
When you add an object to a collection, the collection 
takes ownership of it
The collection will relinquish ownership

when the object is removed from the collection
when the collection is itself released

NSMutableArray *array;
NSUInteger i

for (i = 0; i < 10; i++) {
NSNumber *convenienceNumber = [NSNumber numberWithInteger:i];
[array addObject:convenienceNumber];

}

for (i = 0; i < 10; i++) {
NSNumber *allocedNumber = [[NSNumber alloc] initWithInteger: i];
[array addObject:allocedNumber];
[allocedNumber release];

}
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A few simple rules...
1. If you allocate, copy, or retain an object, then you are responsible for releasing 

the object (with release or autorelease).

2. If you did not allocate, copy, or retain an object, do not release it.

3. When you receive an object resulting from a method call, it remains valid until 
the end of your method and can be safely returned as a result of your method. 

4. If you need the object to live longer than this, e.g., you plan to store it in an 
instance variable, then you must either retain or copy it. 

5. Use release where ever you can, for performance reasons. 

6. But use autorelease rather than release when you want to return an object, 
but also wish to relinquish ownership of the same.

7. Use retain (or copy) and release (or autorelease) when you want to prevent 
an object from being destroyed or leaked, as a side effect of the operations you 
are performing.
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Properties
Properties introduce a so-called “dot 
syntax”, e.g., myStudent.age

They are simply shortcuts to getter/setter 
methods (accessors/mutators)
‣ myStudent.age ! ⇔! [myStudent age]
‣ myStudent.age = 19! ⇔! [myStudent setAge: 19]

Be careful, there is never a direct access to 
instance variables, always via methods
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Declaring properties (1)
@interface Student : NSObject {
    NSString* name;
    int age;
}

- (NSString*) name;
- (void) setName: (NSString*) value;
- (int) age;
- (void) setAge: (int) value;
- (BOOL) successful;

@end
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Declaring to properties (2)
@interface Student : NSObject {
    NSString* name;
    int age;
}

@property int age;
@property (copy) NSString* name;
@property (readonly) BOOL successful;

@end
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Synthesizing properties (1)
@implementation Student 

- (int)age { 
! return age; 
} 
- (void)setAge:(int)value { 
! age = value; 
} 
- (NSString *)name { 
! return name; 
} 
- (void)setName:(NSString *)value { 
! if (value != name) { 
! ! ! [name release]; 
! ! ! name = [value copy]; 
    } 
}
- (BOOL)successful {
...
}
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Synthesizing properties (2)
@implementation Student 

@synthesize age;
@synthesize name;

- (BOOL)successful {
...
}
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A common pitfall
- (void)setAge:(int)newAge { 
! ! self.age = newAge; 
}

- (void)setAge:(int)newAge { 
! ! [self setAge: newAge]; 
}

Do you see the problem?

This is very different from Java (this.age) !
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Automatic Reference Counting

taken from Apple’s documentation

Automatic Reference Counting (ARC) is a programmer-
friendly alternative to manual reference counting

With ARC, the compiler is responsible for analyzing 
your code and generating the
right retain/release calls

ARC is fully available
only since Xcode 4.2
for Mac OSX v10.7
and iOS 5
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Automatic Reference Counting
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Automatic Reference Counting
ARC is not equivalent to fully automatic 
memory management (based on a garbage 
collector)

In particular, retain cycles are still possible

ARC offers two kinds of references
strong references (the default)
weak references (zeroing or unsafe)
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Activating ARC in your code
ARC can be activated on a per project or on a
per file basis

This implies you
can mix manual
and automatic
reference counting
in your code
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Strong references
A variable v marked as strong creates an ownership 
relation to object o when v is assigned a reference to o
As long as v is referencing o, o stays in memory
When variable v gets a new value or ceases to exist, 
object o is released (if v was the last strong reference)
Defining a strong instance variable (field):
@property (nonatomic, strong) NSString *firstName;

Defining a strong local variable:
NSString *firstName = self.textField.text;
NSString __strong *lastName = self.textField.text;
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Strong references | Example

@"Bob"

firstName self.textField.text
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Strong references | Example

@"Bob"

firstName self.textField.text

@"Alice"
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Strong references | Example

@"Bob"

firstName self.textField.text

@"Alice"@"Bob"
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Zeroing weak references
A variable v marked as weak does not create an 
ownership relation to object o when a reference
to o is assigned to v

As soon as v is the only variable referencing o, 
object o is deallocated and v is set to nil

Defining a weak instance variable (field):
@property (nonatomic, weak) NSString *firstName;

Defining a weak local variable:
NSString __weak *lastName = self.textField.text;
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Weak references | Example

@"Bob"

weakName self.textField.text
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Weak references | Example

@"Bob"

self.textField.text

@"Alice"

weakName

nil
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Other variable qualifiers
__unsafe_unretained specifies a weak 
reference that is not zeroing

__autoreleasing is similar to __strong 
except that the retained object is pushed 
onto the current autorelease pool

➡ This is useful if you need to obtain temporary 
ownership of an object, e.g., to remove it from a 
collection and then return it back to the caller
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Rules enforced by ARC
You cannot explicitly invoke dealloc, nor 
implement or invoke retain, release, 
retainCount, or autorelease

You cannot use NSAllocateObject or 
NSDeallocateObject: use alloc to create 
objects; the runtime will deallocate them

You cannot use object pointers in C 
structures (use classes instead)

No casual casting between id and void*
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Rules enforced by ARC
You cannot use memory zone (via NSZone objects)

To allow interoperation with manual retain-release code, 
ARC forbids properties with names starting with new

You cannot use NSAutoreleasePool objects but
should use  @autoreleasepool blocks instead

NSAutoreleasePool *pool = [[NSAutoreleasePool alloc] init;
// Code benefitting from a local autorelease pool
[pool release];

@autoreleasepool {
// Code benefitting from a local autorelease pool.
}
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Some useful classes

NSString and NSMutableString

NSArray and NSMutableArray

NSDictionary and NSMutableDictionary

NSSet and NSMutableSet
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Some links...

http://developer.apple.com

http://tinyurl.com/introObjectiveC

Documentation in XCode for details on classes


